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Lexibook® innovates in the board game segment and launches electronic 

versions of these 3 great classics: a talking sea-battle, the revisited hangman 

game and a luminous chess computer! 

 
Lexibook® innovates in the board game segment and launches electronic versions of these 3 great classics: a talking 

naval battle, the revisited hangman game, and a luminous chess computer! Electronics adds real value to the gameplay 

with eye-catching light and sound effects. You can even go head to head with the computer in single-player modes in 

the talking sea-battle and chess games!    
 

 

An electronic naval battle for epic battles in four languages! 

This naval battle game offers a unique and immersive gaming experience 

thanks to its talking function and ultra-realistic sound and light effects. It 

is the ideal interactive game to teach young children the basics of strategy. 

Realistic combat sounds reflect the situation of the game (preparation, 

shots, missed target, hit, sink) to experience the intensity of battle. Players 

will be able to step into the shoes of a strategist leading his ships to 

ultimate victory! 

Play with 2 players or alone against the computer! 

The interactive game enables you to play with 1 or 2 players: you can 

play directly against the artificial intelligence of the computer or 

challenge a friend! Naval battle will interact with you thanks to its talking 

function. You can choose the spoken language (French, Italian, Dutch, or 

German). You can adjust the difficulty thanks to its two levels: normal 

mode, or advanced mode in which the computer does not specify which 

ship is hit. 

Watch our video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrvSNqT2qIg 

Reference: GT2800 (FR/DE/IT/NL) & GT2800i1 (FR/EN/ES/PT) & GT2800i2 (CZ/PL/HU/SL) 

RRP: 29,99£ / Available from October 2020 
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Electronic hangman: a game that is both fun and educational! 

This real hangman game in an electronic version and provides hours of fun with 

family and friends! Both fun and educational: perfect for developing your reflexes 

but also ideal for enriching your vocabulary and becoming a champion of spelling. 

On the player side: be the first one to guess ten words to win! Master side: choose 

the words and outwit your opponent! Amazing light and sound effects guide players 

through the game for endless fun. The ingenious design allows you to keep the 

scores, store the tokens, watch the bomb light up when the end of the timer 

approaches, and of course, watch the hangman segments light up! 

Watch our video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1XCdDjy5lMk 

Reference: JG800 / RRP: 29,99£ / Available from October 2020 

 

ChessLight®, the chess computer with light up pieces!  

ChessLight® is the perfect electronic chess game to teach you how to play or improve 

your chess skills. Featuring 64 difficulty levels, it is suitable for beginners, experienced 

and professional players (computer performance level: ELO 1800). Its tactile game 

board records movements when you tap the played piece from its original square to 

the destination square. Thanks to its 64 diodes, the translucent pieces light up to 

visualize your moves and those of the computer. Its many functions offer you 

unmatched game interactivity whatever the player level: "hint" function to suggest a 

move, "training" mode to indicate whether the move played is the optimal one, "takeback" function to go back up to 

two moves, "multimove" function to referee a game between two players. 

Reference: LCG3000/ RRP: 79,99£ / Available from October 2020 

 

These products are available from October 2020 at selected retailers and online stores. 

 

About Lexibook®: 

Lexibook® is the European leader in licensed electronic entertainment products for children, owning over 42 registered 

trademarks such as Karaoke Micro Star®, LexiTab®, Decotech®, Cyber Arcade®, Tablet Phone®, iParty®, FlashBoom®, 

Crosslander®,etc. This success is due to a strategic focus on strong international licenses, coupled with high added 

value products. This strategy, combined with a policy of continuous innovation, has spurred the Group's international 

growth and has enabled it to develop a wide range of items under the Group's trademarks. Lexibook® is listed on 

EURONEXT (Alternext: 3359). With more than 25 million products on the market, the company currently sells one 

product every ten seconds around the world! 

For more information, please visit: www.lexibook.com/en/  
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